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China COVID-19 tracker
Economic activity in mainland China has seen some slowdown
recently as multiple cities tighten curbs in response to rising
COVID-19 cases, says HSBC’s Shanshan Song.
Read report ›

Hanging in there
The latest business activity surveys paint a mixed picture. Mainland
China saw a sharp bounce in June as COVID-19 restrictions eased,
but developed markets slowed amid supply chain challenges and
softening demand. HSBC’s Maitreyi Das and James Pomeroy
explore the findings.
Read report ›

Vietnam at a glance
Vietnam saw a broad-based economic recovery in the second
quarter as Omicron restrictions were relaxed. However, surging
global commodity prices are starting to squeeze terms of trade
and push up inflation, says HSBC’s Yun Liu.
Read report ›

CEEMEA Economics Quarterly
There’s a deepening divide between the economies of Central
and Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Africa, say HSBC’s
economists. The outlook for many has deteriorated, with weak
growth and soaring inflation – but these challenges throw the
resilience of Saudi Arabia and the Middle East oil states into
sharp relief.
Read report ›

Scope 3 emissions
Are investors in the dark about their true exposure to climate
risks? HSBC’s Wai-Shin Chan explains why better corporate
disclosure of Scope 3 emissions – indirect emissions, generated
across a company’s value chain – is vital.
Read report ›
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Europe macro tracker
A volatile week saw heightened rationing risks, recession
risks and political upheaval in the UK. HSBC’s Chris Hare
examines the key European economic data.

Read report

›
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The Macro Viewpoint
UK upheaval, recession risks, bond yields, Europe’s gas
challenge, Data Matters
We assess political developments in the UK, the likelihood of
a global recession, what’s next for yield curves, and whether
Europe can cope without Russian gas. All this, plus a special
focus on how machine learning can produce signals for G10 FX.
Listen to podcast ›
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